A major challenge in nanoscience is the design of synthetic molecular devices that run autonomously (that is, without externally mediated changes per work-cycle) and are programmable (that is, their behavior can be modified without complete redesign of the device). DNA-based synthetic molecular devices have the advantage of being relatively simple to design and engineer, due to the predictable secondary structure of DNA nanostructures and the well-established biochemistry used to manipulate DNA nanostructures. However, ideally we would like to minimize the use of protein enzymes in the design of a DNA-based synthetic molecular device. We present the design of a class of DNA-based molecular devices using DNAzyme. These DNAzyme-based devices are autonomous, programmable, and further require no protein enzymes. The basic principle involved is inspired by a simple but ingenious molecular device due to Tian et al. [Y. Tian, Y. He, Y. Chen, P. Yin, C. Mao, A DNAzyme that walks processively and autonomously along a one-dimensional track, Angew. Chem. Intl. Ed. 44 (2005) 4355-4358] that used DNAzyme to traverse on a DNA nanostructure, but was not programmable in the sense defined above (it did not execute computations).
Introduction

Prior autonomous molecular computing devices
In the last few years the idea of constructing complex devices at the molecular scale using synthetic materials such as DNA has gone from theoretical conception to experimental reality.
$ A preliminary version of this paper was published in DNA13.
(a) DNA tiling assemblies. One theoretical concept that had considerable impact on experimental demonstrations was that of Wang Tiling; this is an abstract model that allows for a finite set of 2D rectangles with labeled sides to assemble 2D lattices by appending together tiles at their matching sides. Winfree first proposed the use of DNA nanostructures to achieve Wang Tiling computations; the DNA nanostructures known as DNA tiles that self-assemble into 2D lattices as determined by the tiles pads (ssDNA on the sides of the tiles that can hybridize to other tile's pads). The last decade has seen major successes in experimental demonstrations of the use of such DNA tiling assemblies to construct patterned lattices and tiling computations. DNA tiling assemblies have been used effectively in the construction of periodic 2D lattices, such as those made from double-crossover (DX) DNA tiles [38] , rhombus tiles [17] , triple-crossover (TX) tiles [13] , and ''4x4'' tiles [40] , as well as triangle lattices [16] and hexagonal lattices [9] . They have also been used for the construction of patterned lattices [39] by designing the DNA tile pads to program computations. The use of DNA tiling assembly has two major advantages over most other methods for molecular computation, since it: (i) operates entirely autonomously, without outside mediated changes, and (ii) does not require the use of protein enzymes.
DNA tiling assemblies do have limitations: in particular, in general as currently conceived, they do not allow for the molecular devices (the tiles in their case) to transition between multiple states (except of course for their free or assembled states). In contrast, many complex molecular mechanisms found in the cell can transition into multiple states, allowing far more flexibility of application.
(b) Autonomous molecular computing devices that execute multiple state transitions: There are only two other known methods for DNA computation that operate autonomously. Both use ingenious constructions, but require the use of enzymes.
(i) The whiplash PCR machines of [19, 20, 23, 37] . These however, can only execute a small number of steps before they require changes in the environment to execute further steps. Also, they require the use of polymerase enzyme.
(ii) The autonomous DNA machines of Shapiro [4, 2, 3] , which execute finite transitions using restriction enzymes. The autonomous DNA machine [3] demonstrated molecular sensing and finite state response capabilities for that could be used for medical applications (though the demonstrations were made in test tubes only, rather than in natural biological environments as would be required for their medical applications). Their paper was important motivational factor in the work described here.
Our main contribution
This paper provides the first known design for a DNA-RNA-based devices that (a) operates autonomously, (b) do not require the use of protein enzymes, and (c) allow for the execution of multiple state transitions. Our designs make use of certain prior DNA nanomechanical devices, which will be discussed below.
DNA nanomechanical devices
Prior non-autonomous nanomechanical DNA devices
A variety of DNA nanomechanical devices have been constructed that exhibit motions such as open/close [30, 31, 43] , extension/contraction [1, 12, 14] , and rotation [18, 35, 41] . The motion of these devices is mediated by external environmental changes such as the addition and removal of DNA fuel strands [1, 12, 14, 30, 31, 35, 41, 43] or the change of ionic strength of the solution [18] . For example, non-autonomous progressive walking devices, mediated by the addition and removal of DNA strands, were constructed both by Seeman [28] and Pierce [29] . Although in many cases ingeniously designed, these devices need external (human or automation-based) intervention for each step of their motions. These synthetic DNA devices are in sharp contrast with cellular protein motors and machines on macroscale that operate autonomously, without requiring any interference.
Prior autonomous DNA nanomechanical devices
Recent times have seen significant progress in construction of DNA nanomechanical devices that execute autonomous, progressive motions. Reif [22] gave two designs for autonomous DNA nanomechanical devices that traverse bidirectionally along a DNA nanostructure. Turberfield et al. proposed using DNA hybridization energy to fuel autonomous free-running DNA machines [36] . Yin et al. [42] was the first to experimentally demonstrate an autonomous DNA walker, which is an autonomous DNA device in which a DNA fragment translocates unidirectionally along a DNA nanostructure. It used DNA ligase and restriction enzymes.
Recently Mao demonstrated two autonomous DNA nanomechanical devices driven by DNA enzymes (non-protein), namely (a) a tweezer [11, 10] which is a DNA nanostructure that open and closes autonomously and (b) a DNA crawler [34] using DNA enzyme, which traverses across a DNA nanostructure.
Their crawler device contains a DNA enzyme (DNAzyme) that constantly extracts chemical energy from its substrate molecules (RNA) and uses this energy to fuel the motion of the DNA device. This DNAzyme-based crawler integrates DNAzyme activity and strand-displacement reaction. They use 10-23 DNAzyme, which is a DNA molecule that can cleave RNA with sequence specificity. The 10-23 DNAzyme contains a catalytic core and two recognition arms that can bind to a RNA substrate. When the RNA substrate is cleaved, the short fragment dissociate from the DNAzyme and that provides a toehold for another RNA substrate to pair with short recognition arm of the DNAzyme. The crawler device traverses on a series of RNA stators implanted on a nanostructure as shown in Fig. 1 .
Their crawler is the primary inspiration to our designs. While an ingenious device, there are a number of limitations of Mao's DNAzyme-based crawler: (1) it did not demonstrate the loading and unloading of nanoparticles (2) it only traverses along a 1D sequence of ssRNA strands (stators) dangling from a DNA nanostructure, and its route is not programmable (3) it does not execute finite state transitions beyond what are required to move (that is, it does not execute computations).
Overview of this paper and results
The goal of this paper is to address the above limitations, providing substantially enhanced functionalities to the prior DNAzyme-based crawler previously developed. All the devices described in this paper are based on selective cleaving activity of DNAzyme and strand displacement processes. In Section 2, we give a brief description of these processes. We present the design of DNAzyme FSA: a finite state machine based on the activity of DNAzyme and strand displacements in Section 3. DNAzyme FSA can be easily extended to non-deterministic finite state automata and probabilistic automata as described in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. In Section 4 we present a medical-related application of DNAzyme FSA referred to as DNAzyme doctor. DNAzyme doctor is a molecular computer for logical control of RNA expression using DNAzyme. Another application of DNAzyme FSA, DNAzyme router: a DNAzyme-based system for programmable routing of the walker on a 2D lattice is described in Section 5.
Strand displacement and DNAzyme
The devices described in this paper are based on selective cleaving activity of DNAzyme and strand displacement processes. In the next subsections, we present brief description of these processes.
Strand displacement
In a strand displacement process two strands compete against each other to hybridize with a third strand. Fig. 2(a) shows a strand displacement process where strand B and C are competing against each other to hybridize with strand A. This ultimately results in removal of one of the competing strands, and hence the term strand-displacement. Strand displacement can be modeled as a random walk of the junction where the two strands are competing against each other. For every step, the direction of migration of this junction is chosen probabilistically independent of its previous movements. It has been shown that the strand displacement is a biased random walk in case of base-pair mismatches in these strands [5] . In other words, migration probability toward the direction with base-pair mismatches is substantially decreased.
Let us denote the nanostructure shown on top in Fig. 2(a) 
Let p r be the probability of the right-directional migration and p l be the probability of the leftdirectional migration. It has been shown in [5] 
, where the change of free energies can be computed by the NN model [25] . Thompson et al. [33] calculated the average time taken per base-pair migration (time per step) to be of the order of 100 µ sec. Strand displacement processes can be modeled as discrete time Markov chain processes using the above mentioned parameters.
DNAzymes
DNAzyme (also known as deoxyribozymes, DNA enzymes, and catalytic DNA) is a DNA molecule with a catalytic action. One of the widely used DNAzyme is 10-23 DNAzyme. It can cleave RNA with sequence specificity. The 10-23 DNAzyme contains a catalytic core and two recognition arms that can bind to a RNA substrate as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The recognition domains provide both the sequence information necessary to specify RNA substrate and the binding energy needed to hold the substrate within the active site of enzyme. When the RNA substrate is cleaved, the short fragments dissociate from the DNAzyme. Another well-studied DNAzyme is 8-17 deoxyribozyme. It also contains a catalytic core and two recognition arms. It is comparatively less flexible as compared to 10-23 DNAzyme in terms of target choice: 10-23 can cut an RNA phosphodiester bond located at any purine-pyrimidine site, while 8-17 requires an AG or GG site [8, 15] .
Kinetics and thermodynamic characterization for cleaving activity of 8-17 DNAzyme and 10-23 DNAzyme are described in detail in [6] and [26] , respectively. The RNA-cleaving activity of DNAzyme can be usually described as three reversible steps as shown in the Fig. 2(b) . The first step is the hybridization of the enzyme with the substrate. The second step is the cleaving of the substrate by the enzyme, which always requires metal ions as cofactor. This is usually the rate determining step in the reaction. The third step is the release of the cleaved product. k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 are the respective forward rate constants, and k −1 , k −2 , and k −3 are the respective reverse rate constants for the above mentioned three reversible steps.
DNAzyme FSA: DNAzyme-based finite state automata
A finite state automaton can be described as a 5-tuple (Σ, S, s 0 , δ, F ), where Σ is a finite non-empty set of symbols called input alphabet, S is a finite non-empty set of states, s 0 ∈ S is an initial state, δ is the state transition function (δ : S ×Σ → S), and F ⊂ S is the set of final states. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of a finite state automaton that accepts a binary string containing an odd number of 1s.
In this section, we describe a DNAzyme-based finite state automaton, referred to as DNAzyme FSA. At any time an RNA sequence encoding an input symbol is examined by the DNAzyme FSA, then an appropriate state transition takes place, and then the RNA sequence encoding the next input symbol is examined. This process continues till all the input symbols are scanned and the output of the DNAzyme FSA is its current state at the end of process.
Encoding the input symbols
First of all, we describe the input encoding for the DNAzyme FSA. Input symbols 0 and 1 are encoded as the RNA sequences x 1 ·a 1 ·x 2 ·a 2 and x 1 ·b 1 ·x 2 ·b 2 , respectively, where a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 , x 1 , and x 2 are RNA sequences, and · represents concatenation. Fig. 4 (a) illustrates this encoding of the input symbols. It should be noted that 0 and 1 share common subsequences x 1 and x 2 . Also, there is a special subsequence x at the end of the input subsequence. This is central to the working of the DNAzyme FSA as will be explained later. 
Active input symbol
In the input encoding for DNAzyme FSA, it is essential to have a mechanism to detect the current input symbol that is being scanned by DNAzyme FSA. We refer to this symbol as active input symbol. In order to implement this feature in DNAzyme FSA a small segment of the RNA strand encoding the input symbols is kept active. Most of it is kept protected by hybridization with a partially complementary sequence, referred to as the protecting sequence. It has not been shown in the Fig. 4(b) but the protecting sequence should not be one continuous strand. Instead it should contain nicks at various positions. This is necessary for the working of device and will be explained later. The active input symbol is represented by the sticky end of the RNA sequence encoding the input. We refer to this nanostructure as input nanostructure. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the idea. The input nanostructure encodes the input 010. The active input symbol is rightmost 0 (in 010), and it is encoded by the sticky end of the input nanostructure, and hence is active. However, the leftmost 0 and the 1 are encoded in the protected portion of the input nanostructure. They have been protected by hybridization with a protecting sequence. Since the protecting sequence is partially complementary to the RNA sequence encoding the input symbols, it results in the formation of bulge loops. In the Fig. 4b ) a 2 , a 1 , b 2 , and b 1 contain a subsequence complementary to t 2 , while x 2 and x 1 contain subsequence complementary to t 1 . Since the RNA sequence encoding input is partially complementary to the protecting sequence t 2 .t 1 .t 2 .t 1 . . . it forms the bulge loop structure as shown in the Fig. 4(b) . Each input symbol is hence represented by two bulge loops. It should be noted that the special sequence x at the end of the input sequence andx at the end of protecting sequence ensure that only the desired alignment of protecting sequence with input sequence is favored. As a result, only the desired input nanostructure as shown in Fig. 4(b) is formed.
States and transitions
After the description of the input, next we describe the design of states and transitions in finite state machine. In DNAzyme FSA, a network of DNAzymes is embedded on a 2D plane, and the input nanostructure is routed over it. The state of the DNAzyme FSA at any time is indicated by the DNAzyme that holds the input nanostructure at that time. During each state transition of DNAzyme FSA, the segment of input nanostructure encoding the active input symbol is cleaved, the next bulge loop opens up exposing the segment encoding next input symbol, thereby making it new active input symbol, and the input nanostructure moves to another DNAzyme that indicates the new state of DNAzyme FSA. In subsequent paragraphs, we will explain in detail the complete process of state transition in DNAzyme FSA. As shown in Fig. 5(a) It should be noted that in our nomenclature the first subscript of the DNAzyme specifies the active input symbol and the second subscript specifies the state for a transition machinery. The foremost thing to ensure in DNAzyme FSA is that if the active input symbol is 0, then the state transition for input 0 should be taken. Similarly, if the active input symbol is 1, then the state transition for input 1 should be taken.
In the transition machinery for state transition for input 0, the DNAzymes D 
. As explained earlier, this ensures that a state transition for 1 is not taken in the DNAzyme FSA, unless the active input symbol is 1. Fig. 5(b) further illustrates the idea.
Description of state transition
In this section, we will describe the movement of the input nanostructure over the DNAzymes in a transition machinery to carry out the state transition in DNAzyme FSA. Fig. 6(a) shows a transition machinery for input 0. Initially, the input nanostructure is hybridized with the DNAzyme D 0,s 1 . The sticky end of the input nanostructure represents the active input symbol 0, and therefore, the transition at input 0 is to be performed. First, the DNAzyme D 0,s 1 cleaves the input nanostructure as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Now the sticky end of input nanostructure has only x 2 as complementary subsequence to the subsequence x 2 · a 1 · x 1 at the free end of DNAzyme D 0,s 1 . However, the longer subsequence x 2 · a 2 in its sticky end is complementary with the subsequence a 2 · x 2 of DNAzyme D 0,s 2 . Therefore, a strand displacement process takes place with the free ends of DNAzymes D 0,s 1 and D 0,s 2 competing against each other to hybridize with sticky end (x 2 · a 2 ) of the input nanostructure. Since D 0,s 2 provides a longer complementary subsequence, ultimately D 0,s 1 is displaced and the input nanostructure is now hybridized with D 0,s 2 as shown in Fig. 6(a) . It should be noted that the next bulge loop opens up in this process. An input symbol is encoded across two bulge loops in the input nanostructure. As the first half of the sticky end (x 1 · a 1 ) encoding the half of the active input symbol 0 got cleaved, the current sticky end is x 2 · a 2 · It can be argued in a similar manner that during the second half of the transition, if the next active input symbol was to be 0, the input structure would have moved from DNAzyme D 0,s 2 to D 0,s 2 instead of moving to D 1,s 2 . We omit the explanation here for the sake of brevity. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the second half of the state transition of DNAzyme FSA. It should be noted that the strand displacement of the protector strand also takes place during the process. But since it contains nicks, its fragments just wash away in the solution when they get completely displaced.
Complete state machine
The components described above can be integrated to implement a complete finite state automaton. Any state transition in the DNAzyme FSA can be implemented by two DNAzymes as described earlier. These DNAzymes are embedded on a nanostructure that forms the backbone of the DNAzyme FSA. The addressable nanostructures formed by DNA origami [24] or fully-addressable DNA tile lattices [21] might provide useful nanostructures for this backbone. Hence, the state machine can be laid out on this nanostructure by implanting a network of DNAzymes on it. The input nanostructure traverses over them in a programmable way and keeps getting cleaved in the process. Fig. 7(a) shows an implementation of a DNAzyme FSA (at the right) for the finite state automaton (at the left). It should be noted that the DNAzymes shown in the Fig. 7(a) are actually implanted on a backbone nanostructure. The dashed lines represent the sides of these DNAzymes that are embedded in the backbone nanostructure.
The output of the DNAzyme FSA is detected using in situ hybridization techniques. The details of the protocol are described in Section 3.6.
Detecting the output state
In this section we describe the technique to detect the output of the DNAzyme FSA after completion of the computation on a given input. The state of DNAzyme FSA at the end of the computation is the output state. A special sequence is incorporated inside the last bulge loop in the input nanostructure. We call it as reporting sequence. In the DNAzyme FSA described above, as the state transitions take place, the input nanostructure gets cleaved and the bulge loops open up one by one as explained earlier. When the input gets cleaved up to the reporting sequence, the computation is completed. At this time the reporting sequence becomes available, and its position on the DNAzyme FSA indicates the output state. The role of reporting sequence in the detection of final state is described below.
Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) [7, 27, 32] is a cytogenetic technique which can be used to detect and localize the presence or absence of specific DNA sequences on longer DNA strands. It uses fluorescent probes which bind only to those parts of the DNA strands with which they show a high degree of sequence complementarity. All unhybridized or partially hybridized probes disappear, and only the probes that hybridized to the target are visible in fluorescence.
In our DNAzyme FSA, the stems of the DNAzyme stators contains a unique DNA subsequence. Let us assume that DNAzyme D i contains the sequence p i . The reporting sequence of the input nanostructure is designed in such a way so that Fig. 8. (a) A non-deterministic finite automaton that accepts (0 + 1) * 01 (b) Schematic of a probabilistic automaton. The transition from state S 0 on input 0 takes place to state S 1 with probability p and to state S 2 with probability 1 − p. Similarly, the transition from state S 0 on input 1 takes place to state S 1 with probability q and to state S 2 with probability 1 − q. p and q are real numbers between 0 and 1.
it has segments complementary to each of these p i subsequences. Hence, reporting sequence is essentially a concatenation of p i s. At the same time we have different probes each corresponding to a different DNAzyme stator. Each of them is labeled with a different fluorescent dye. It should be noted that probe p i that is attached to DNAzyme D i is a subsequence of p i as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
As mentioned earlier that the reporting sequence becomes available at the end of the computation. In case D i is the DNAzyme with which the reporting sequence is hybridized at one end, D i determines the the output state. Since p i of the reporting sequence is a better complement to p i of DNAzyme D i as compared to the probe p i . Therefore, the reporting sequence displaces the probe p i that contains the fluorescent dye from DNAzyme D i , and p i disappears in the solution. Fig. 7(b) illustrates this process.
Hence, all other probes except the one that hybridized to the DNAzyme determining the output state are visible in fluorescence. This protocol can be used to detect the output state of the automaton.
Non-deterministic DNAzyme FSA
A non-deterministic finite state automaton is a 5-tuple (Σ, S, s 0 , δ, F ), where Σ is a finite set of input symbols, S is a finite set of states, δ is a state transition function (δ : S × (Σ { }) → P(S) where P(S) is the power set of S), is the empty string, s 0 ⊂ S is a set of initial states, and F ⊂ S is a set of final states. Fig. 8(a) shows one non-deterministic automaton that accepts the language (0 + 1) * 01 (the set of binary strings that ends with ''01'').
The idea directly extends to non-deterministic automata. Different DNAzyme-FSA described above will work in parallel inside a test-tube. Therefore, the above described scheme will work for non-deterministic automata as well. In case there is more than one transition possible for one input from one state, each of them will be taken in one DNAzyme-FSA or the other inside the solution, and thus exhibiting the non-deterministic nature of the automaton. Regarding the output, if the output state in any of the DNAzyme-FSA in solution is an accepting state (or final state), it implies the acceptance of the input by the overall non-deterministic finite state automaton.
Probabilistic DNAzyme FSA
A probabilistic finite state automaton is a finite state automaton in which the state transitions are probabilistic in nature.
It can be described as a 5-tuple (Σ, S, s 0 , δ, F ), where Σ is a finite set of input symbols, S is a finite set of states, δ is a state transition function (δ : S × Σ × S → [0, 1]), s 0 ⊂ S is a set of initial states, and F ⊂ S is a set of final states. Fig. 8(b) shows a probabilistic automaton.
In case the sequences of all the DNAzymes are identical, then the DNAzyme-FSA described above becomes a probabilistic automaton having equal probabilities of transitions from any state to any other state. However, to construct an arbitrary probabilistic finite state automaton, the probabilistic transitions can be implemented by using partially complementary sequences in the designs. The sequences of the DNAzymes for transition can be chosen such that the ratio of probabilities of hybridization are in accordance with the transition probabilities of probabilistic automaton. We omit the details for the sake of brevity.
DNAzyme doctor: A molecular computer for logical control of RNA expression using DNAzyme
The finite state automaton described in Section 3 can be used in various computational and routing applications. In this section we describe DNAzyme doctor, an application related to the medical field. It is an autonomous molecular computer for control of RNA expression based on the overexpression and underexpression of other RNAs. Earlier Shapiro [3] had constructed a molecular computer using protein enzymes for logical control of RNA expression. Their molecular computer analyzes the levels of messenger RNA species and in response produces a molecule capable of affecting levels of gene expression. DNAzyme doctor performs the same function, while completely eliminating the use of protein enzymes in the design. For the ease of illustration let us consider a similar example as given in [3] . Suppose a disease is diagnosed positive if RNAs R 1 is underexpressed, R 2 is underexpressed, R 3 is overexpressed, and R 4 is overexpressed. Thus, the detection of the disease can be done by computing logical AND of the above mentioned four RNA expression tests. In case it is established that the disease exists, a curing drug should be released. While in any other case, the drug should not be released. Fig. 9 illustrates the aforementioned logic in the form of a state diagram. The sequences y 1 , y 2 , y 3 and y 4 are characteristic sequences of RNAs R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 respectively. The concentrations of the characteristic sequences y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 as well as their complements y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 are regulated at a threshold in accordance with the levels of RNA R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 . If R 1 is overexpressed then y 1 is in excess, and if R 2 is overexpressed then y 2 is in excess. However, if R 3 is underexpressed, then lack of y 3 and if R 4 is underexpressed, then lack of y 4 . But a threshold concentration of y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 present in the the solution ensures that lack of y 3 causes excess of y 3 , and lack of y 4 causes excess of y 4 .
Since the DNAzyme doctor only needs to perform a logical AND, it can be implemented in a simple way. We make the input nanostructure walk over four DNAzyme stators implanted on a nanostructure in a straight path (as shown in Fig. 11 ). Each DNAzyme stator represents one of the RNA expression test. In case the test is positive, the input nanostructure moves to next DNAzyme stator, otherwise it gets stuck and ultimately floats away in the solution. Therefore, the successful traversal of input nanostructure over all these DNAzyme stators implies that all tests are positive, and hence positive diagnosis of the disease.
In case the first test is negative (i.e. overexpression of R 1 ), then excessively floating y 1 can bind to y 1 part of the DNAzyme D 1 . Similarly if second, third, or fourth tests are negative (i.e. overexpression of R 2 , underexpression of R 3 or underexpression of R 4 ), then excessively floating y 2 , y 3 , or y 4 can bind to y 2 , y 3 , y 4 portions of DNAzyme D 2 , D 3 , or D 4 , respectively. The principle idea is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Fig. 11 shows the details of the sequences used in the design. It should be noted that a i ·x i is a subsequence of y i . The input nanostructure traverses over the DNAzymes step by step as shown in Fig. 11 . The underlying mechanisms of these steps has been explained in Section 3. As explained earlier, when the input nanostructure moves to next DNAzyme, some portion of the sticky end is cleaved, and the next bulge loop opens up to restore the length of the sticky end. As can be seen in Fig. 11 , after the DNAzyme D 3 cleaves the sticky end of input nanostructure, the input structure moves to DNAzyme D 4 , and the last bulge loop in input nanostructure opens up. The last bulge loop in the input contains a drug-release trigger. After the cleaving action by DNAzyme D 4 , the drug-release trigger part of input structure is loosely bound with D 4 . The drug-release trigger is then released in the solution. The actual drug is kept protected in the solution, as shown in Fig. 10 . The drug-release trigger displaces the lock strand from the nanostructure that hides the drug as shown in Fig. 10 .
It should be noted that if any of the tests are negative then the traversal of input nanostructure over the path of DNAzymes is blocked. not cleaved up to the last bulge loop that contains the drug-release trigger, and therefore the drug-release trigger does not get released.
The ultimate goal in designing such a device will be to impart it the ability to perform inside a cell. It will require the device to be protected from other enzymes inside the cell. This protection can be imparted by embedding the device inside artificial lipozymes.
Application of DNAzyme for routing
DNAzyme crawler can be routed on a 2D DNA lattice in a naive manner as described in Section 5.1. The limitations posed by this simple routing scheme are overcome by DNAzyme router: a DNAzyme-based system for programmable routing of the walker on a 2D lattice described in Section 5.2. DNAzyme router is an application based on the design of DNAzyme FSA described earlier in Section 3.
Routing DNAzyme crawler in a 2D lattice
Rothemund [24] developed a method for using scaffolded origami to create arbitrary nanoscale shapes (Fig. 12a) ) which may be decorated with arbitrary nanoscale patterns. Also, fully addressable 2D DNA tile lattices (Fig. 12b) ) have been demonstrated [21] . Specific DNA strands can be mounted at desired locations on these addressable nanostructures. Therefore, DNA stators can be embedded along any arbitrary path in a fully addressable 2D DNA lattice, as shown in Fig. 12c ). DNAzyme crawler [34] can be made to travel along this predefined path of DNA stators, hence producing a motion in two dimensions. However, in this scheme the path on which the DNAzyme crawler travels can be used only once. The obvious advantage of this scheme is its simplicity. But the disadvantages are that the DNAzyme crawler can only travel on a predefined path and the path gets destroyed as the DNAzyme crawler moves along it. We present a more flexible and non-destructive scheme for 2D routing, referred to as DNAzyme router in Section 5.2.
DNAzyme router: DNAzyme-based programmable routing in two dimensions
For any arbitrary path along the network of DNAzymes in a given DNAzyme FSA, an input nanostructure can be designed to traverse along that path. This principle can be used for the design of a programmable routing system. The input nanostructure that moves over the DNAzyme FSA is referred to as walker and the complete system as DNAzyme router. The path of the walker is programmed through the state transitions of the automaton and the input symbols encoded in the walker. As an example, we can create a state machine on a rectangular grid (Fig. 13) , in which you move right if the input is 0, and toward bottom if the input is 1. Then by the state machine shown in Fig. 13(a) and input shown in Fig. 13(b) the walker can be made to travel along the path shown in Fig. 13(b) .
It should be noted that in a DNAzyme router the path does not get destroyed as a result of the motion of the walker. It is the input nanostructure (walker) that gets cleaved in the process, which is equivalent to exhaustion of fuel as a result of motion. Most remarkable feature of DNAzyme router is that we can have multiple walkers moving on the grid independently, each having its own programmed path.
Conclusion
We have described the construction of various devices based on the DNAzymes. In this article, we have focused more toward novel designs for the devices that can perform finite state transitions rather than the details of the laboratory implementation. However, it should be noted that among other implementational challenges, the construction of the desired bulge loops for input nanostructure needs further investigation. DNAzymes evolve through in vitro selection procedures, and these procedures can be designed to generate DNAzymes that cut distinct sequences. In DNAzyme FSA, the number of DNAzymes required is proportional to the number of transitions in the automaton. For binary-coded inputs the number of transitions is proportional to the number of states. However, the implementation of finite state machines that do not have a planar layout might be challenging. Thus, it is a question for further research if this scheme can be extended easily to the design of finite state automaton, whose layout is non-planar. The molecular computer for logical control of RNA expression can be useful in the medical field if it can be used inside a cell, and the programmable walkers can be a really useful tool in nanoparticle transportation systems at the nanoscale level. In conclusion, the designs provided in this paper might provide useful insight for research into many interesting problems in nanotechnology.
